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・宇宙初期には高温で原子核はバラバラの状態だった
・宇宙が冷えて原子で構成される良く知る世界に変化
・物 = 原子の質量の大半も実はこの過程で獲得された

Q. どのような順序で現在の世界の姿になったのか？
・原子核構成 → 質量生成 or 質量生成 → 原子核形成  どっちの順序？
・この問いに答えることが我々の研究の最終目標
・特殊な理論（Z3QCD）の数値計算によりこの問題にアプローチ

Z3QCD = 原子核形成(クォーク閉じ込め)を厳密に議論出来る理論

3. ゲージ重力双対模型に基づく有限温度重中間子

-融解温度1.2Tc > QGP転移温度
-有限空間運動量でのスペクトル関数

QGP物性への重要な示唆
ゲージ/重力双対の新たな応用

・ゲージ重力双対模型での有限温度スペクトル関数

高温QGPで重中間子も同時に融解？

格子計算 Asakawa,Hatsuda

モデル計算       →  融解温度 = QGP転移温度    

格子QCD計算  →  融解温度 > QGP転移温度 shift !mðtÞ ¼ !0ð0Þ $!0ðtÞ] and the width "ðtÞ as a
function of the temperature. Interestingly enough, our
numerical results show that ð!mðtÞÞ2 / "ðtÞ seems to
hold as long as the spectral peak is sharp. This relation
seemingly contrasts with the linear proportionality pre-
dicted in the QCD sum rule [25] but could be interpreted
as consistent [26]. The mass shift is saturated with increas-
ing t, while the width broadening goes on consistently. The
saturation behavior above t ¼ 0:14, as depicted in Fig. 3,
can define where the vector meson melts quantitatively in
terms of the spectral function.

Finally we shall discuss the momentum dependence of
the spectral functions. We plot the numerical results in
Fig. 4 for q2 ranging from 0 to 12 with t ¼ 0:10 fixed. It
is apparent that the spectral peak is gradually collapsed as
q increases. This is highly nontrivial. In the perturbative
regime, typically, a larger q makes the spectral peak less
sensitive to the medium effect [27]. In strongly correlated

matter, as discussed in Refs. [11,28] (see also Ref. [29]),
J=c is more screened and melts at higher q, or in a frame
where J=c is at rest, it melts under the hot wind of matter.
Figure 4 clearly illustrates that the J=c suppression by the
hot wind is also the case in our calculation. It is intriguing
that the screening is evident at the momentum scale q%ffiffiffiffiffiffi
10

p
which corresponds to about 5 GeV, which is not far

from the transverse momentum of particles observed at the
Relativistic Heavy-Ion Collider.

V. SUMMARY

We derived the spectral function of the vector meson
states at finite temperature using the soft-wall AdS/QCD
model. We assume a construction of the soft-wall model
consisting of light flavors and a decoupled heavy flavor
with flavor-dependent soft-wall potentials.
The qualitative properties of the obtained spectral pat-

tern are in agreement with the lattice observation for the
heavy quarkonium. We could observe how a peak in the
spectral function melts with increasing temperature and
eventually is flattened at T ’ 1:2Tc. We numerically found
that the mass shift squared is approximately proportional to
the width broadening. Another interesting finding is that
the spectral peak diminishes at high momentum. We in-
terpreted this as consistent with the J=c suppression under
the hot wind.
A crucial point in our practical model building is that we

have an ad hoc assumption for flavor-dependent soft-wall
potentials. Actually this assumption can be relaxed by
taking account of the backreaction. To this aim, by a
technical reason, it is easier to work in the hard-wall
model, and we have already made significant progress in
this direction. It would be an interesting question how we
can formulate a 5D model as simple as the soft-wall AdS/
QCD in order to describe a system with heavy and light
flavors. The approach developed in this paper is one prag-
matic way. Since light-flavor physics is more or less gov-
erned by chiral symmetry, heavy-flavor physics, which is
not constrained by chiral symmetry, would be an intriguing
challenge for future refinement of holographic QCD
models.
It would also be an important extension to investigate the

medium modification with finite baryon density. In that
case the Chern-Simons coupling plays an intriguing role in
the vector–axial-vector mixing [30,31].
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FIG. 4 (color online). Spectral functions ImBð!; qÞ as a func-
tion of ! and q for a fixed temperature t ¼ 0:10.
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FIG. 3 (color online). Mass shift squared as a function of the
width with changing temperatures. The dashed curve smoothly
connects the calculated points with the interval !t ¼ 0:005 and
the crosses mark the points separated by !t ¼ 0:01.
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有限温度スペクトル関数
t ’ 0:15. With a monotonic potential we cannot expect a
remnant of the original spectrum any more. In other words
we should anticipate dissociation then.

At finite temperature the potential is no longer rising in
the large-! side and the normalizability does not quantize
the spectrum. We can easily extract the asymptotic solu-
tions of Eq. (1) near the horizon as

Við!Þ ! "# ¼ ð1% !=!hÞ#i!!h=4; (4)

as ! ! !h. Here "þ and "% represent the out-coming and
in-falling solutions into the black hole, respectively.

IV. SPECTRAL FUNCTIONS

Following the procedure elucidated in Ref. [23] in detail,
we can numerically get two independent solutions starting
from the UV limit, that is, !1ð!Þ and !2ð!Þ satisfying
!1ð!Þ ’ !2 and !2ð!Þ ’ 1 in the vicinity of ! ¼ 0. Then
we can make an appropriate linear combination,

Við!Þ ¼ Að!; qÞ!2ð!Þ þ Bð!; qÞ!1ð!Þ ! "%ð!Þ; (5)

as ! ! !h, with the commonly adopted normalization A ¼
1 [i.e. Við0Þ ¼ 1]. Here the IR boundary condition picks up
only the in-falling solution.

From the prescription as clarified by Ref. [24] we can
relate the UV property of Við!Þ to the retarded
Minkowskian Green’s function as

DRð!; qÞ ¼ %Clim
!!0

!
1

!
V'
i @!Vi

"
¼ %2CBð!; qÞ; (6)

where C is a constant given as Nc=ð24#2Þ. The spectral
function is, by its definition, $ð!;qÞ¼%ðImDR(
ð!;qÞÞ=#¼ð2C=#ÞImBð!;qÞ. To be free from the nor-

malization convention we plot ImBð!; qÞ as a function of
! and q for various temperatures. We also refer to
ImBð!; qÞ as the ‘‘spectral function’’ discarding the overall
factor.
We show our numerical results in Fig. 2 for q ¼ 0. It is

obvious at a glance that, at low temperature, sharp peaks
stand in accord with the spectrum !2 ¼ 4n with n ¼
1; 2; . . . . Since the eigenvalues for not !1ð!Þ but !2ð!Þ
are relevant to our prescription, the peak positions are
slightly shifted from !2 ¼ 4n, as seen in the data for t ¼
0:07 whose lowest lying peak is located at !2 ¼ 3:92. We
can identify this peak as the J=c mass squared, from
which we get our dimension unit,

ffiffiffi
c

p ¼ 1:56 GeV. We
find that the peak completely vanishes for t) 0:15. This
clearly corresponds to the temperature where the potential
Uð!Þ in Fig. 1 loses convexity. We recall that the decon-
finement transition in this model occurs at Tc ¼
0:492

ffiffiffiffiffi
c$

p ¼ 0:19 GeV. This means that, in our nonpertur-

bative study, the spectral peak melts around T ) 0:15
ffiffiffi
c

p ’
0:23 GeV ’ 1:2Tc. We note, however, that we should not
take this melting temperature in terms of Tc too seriously
because the soft-wall implementation of light and heavy
flavors makes only qualitative sense.
It is notable in Fig. 2 that the second lowest lying state

near!2 ¼ 8melts far earlier than the!2 ¼ 4 state. This is
quite natural because higher excited states are less stable
generally. In terms of the potential a larger !2 causes
stronger absorption into the black hole by the term,
%!2=f2 in Eq. (3), which is negative large near the hori-
zon. Furthermore, the lowest lying state moves only
slightly to a smaller mass, while the excited states shift
more as seen in the second peak in the t ¼ 0:07 curve.
In Fig. 3 we plot the mass shift "m and the width #

associated with the lowest lying peak in the spectral func-
tion. We have found that a functional form, a!b=½ð!%
!0Þ2 þ #2+, fits the spectral shape precisely, from which
we extracted the peak position !0ðtÞ [leading to the mass
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FIG. 2 (color online). Spectral functions ImBð!; 0Þ for the
temperatures, t ¼ 0:07, 0.09, 0.10, and 0.15.
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FIG. 1 (color online). Potential Uð!Þ for the dimensionless
temperatures, t ¼ 0:05, 0.10, and 0.15 at !2 ¼ 4 and q2 ¼ 0.
The thin vertical lines represent the horizon locations.
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素粒子物理とは？
・自然界の基本単位の探索
・相互作用の基本単位の探索

宇宙初期は素粒子が生の状態原子から素粒子まで

原子核・核子
を作る力

核崩壊(β崩壊)

を起こす力
電化製品を
動かす力

星の運動を
起こす力

素粒子標準理論 重力理論

強い力 ! 弱い力 ! 電磁気力 !     重力

宇宙初期の姿 現在の世界

このような理論の数値計算により上記の問題の答えを模索


